Consider the following diagram of pointed spaces and maps
that one can define a notion of homotopy in 3 F (in the obvious way) and also cone, suspension, path, and loop functors enjoying the same properties as the usual functors on 3* ( = the ordinary category of pointed spaces and maps). The cone-suspension sequence (Puppe sequence) and the path-loop sequence are exact after application of ( -, Z) and (Z, -) respectively. ( -, -) denotes the set of homotopy classes of maps in the category. In brief, all the notions concerning 3* generalize to 3 F.
We will now apply an upside down version of Adams' method [1 ] 
, we can work in 3F. Suspension of F 2 in 3 F has the effect of suspending F in 3*. Successively larger pieces of the spectral sequence are obtained by taking successively higher suspensions of F 2 . We will be content here with one piece. Assume conn(7 7 ) =w. Consider the following commutative diagram in 3*. 
